Aesthetic Everything® Announces 2017 Beauty Expo-Featuring
Anti-Aging, Cosmetics, Aesthetics & More
May 13th and 14th, 2017 at JW Marriott, Phoenix, Arizona
As a leading Aesthetic promoter to the Aesthetics industry, Aesthetic Everything®,
provides significant opportunity to engage and discover products that serve the most
relevant &amp; target audience in the Aesthetic industry. Aesthetic Everything® now
adds a new page to it's chapter, taking it's networking strategies to the next level with
the announcement of a major networking event in Arizona for the first time.
May 13th and 14th, 2017 at JW Marriott, Phoenix, Arizona
As a leading Aesthetic promoter to the Aesthetics industry, Aesthetic Everything®, provides
significant opportunity to engage and discover products that serve the most relevant &amp; target
audience in the Aesthetic industry. Aesthetic Everything® now adds a new page to it's chapter,
taking it's networking strategies to the next level with the announcement of a major networking event
in Arizona for the first time.March 15, 2017 /MM-prReach/ -- May 13th and 14th, 2017 at JW
Marriott, Phoenix, Arizona
Aesthetic Everything has been featured in ABC, CNBC, FOX, WSJ and over 350 news publications
worldwide. As a leading Aesthetic promoter to the Aesthetics industry, Aesthetic Everything®
provides a significant opportunity to engage and discover products that serve the most relevant
&amp; targeted audience in the Aesthetic industry.
Aesthetic Everything® now adds a new page to it's chapter, taking it's networking strategies to the
next level with the announcement of a major networking event in Arizona for the first time. "Aesthetic
Everything® will have some amazing doctors &amp; companies attending to answer questions for
guests attending the expo", says Vanessa Florez, Founder and CEO of Aesthetic
Everything® and Beauty Wire Magazine.
Aesthetic Everything®, with a highly-regarded networking business model for all members of the
aesthetics industry, provides marketing that delivers quality buyers. It offers a place where members
are able to boost brand awareness with fellow practitioners in the global industry. Aesthetic
Everything's business model is designed to reach, connect and engage with customers and
potential patients, and it assists with promoting and announcing events, seminars and press
launches.
Aesthetic Everything® understands the intricacies of the beauty industry. With more than 1 MILLION
engaged social media connections, this enables Aesthetic Everything® to reach targeted audiences
including aesthetic professionals, consumers, top beauty editors, writers, bloggers and key social
media influencers through a variety of marketing strategies.
Come and check out 2 exhibit halls with over 100 booth displays with Beauty, Aesthetics,
Cosmetics, Anti-aging, Plastic Surgery, Dermatology, Skin Care, Makeup and many other products
and services. One hall will be setup to exhibit consumers and the other hall will exhibit to doctors,
aesthetic companies and beauty industry professionals.
Those interested in obtaining a booth, a single booth is $2,000, and are limited to 100 exhibitors so
exhibitors must hurry before space is no longer available.
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